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Kimball’s KORE Work Cart Captures Interior & Sources Readers’ Choice Award

JASPER, IN (December 4, 2018) –Kimball announces today that the KORE Work Cart was honored by
the readers of Interiors & Sources Magazine as a 2018 Readers’ Choice award in the furniture category.
Every year, Interiors & Sources pulls together all the products featured from the previous 11 months and
lets readers vote on their favorite products. The winning choice in the furniture category was the KORE
Work Cart!

The KORE Work Cart from Kimball was conceived by Swiss architect Daniel Korb. Designed to provide
flexibility and privacy, the Work Cart joins the KORE line of products, including tables, benches and
mobile carts to create an entire solution for collaborative work environments. The Work Cart features a
rechargeable battery, which enables technology integration without tethering employees to one spot, and
the surface can transition from sitting to standing without the need for power.
“We are thrilled that the readers of Interiors & Sources Magazine have selected the KORE Work Cart as
their top choice in the furniture category. This honor validates that the KORE Work Cart is a design
centric, innovative furniture application that supports todays need for flexible furniture solutions," stated
Wendy Murray, Director of Brand at Kimball."

About Kimball
Kimball, one of the most respected environmentally-conscious and forward focused furniture makers,
blends state of the art technology with a rich heritage of craft, to better optimize workplace performance
and enabling customers to craft a truly authentic brand experience. As a world-class design-driven
company, Kimball applies its rich heritage as makers to create environments for tomorrow’s workplace.
Kimball is a brand unit of Kimball International, Inc., (NASDAQ:KBAL), a publicly-traded company
dedicated to its Guiding Principles and recognized as a highly-trusted company and an employer of
choice. Learn how Kimball is changing workspaces by visiting www.kimball.com

